
Addition of Claims of Coercion to
the BRAM Program and Revisions to
Chargeback Reason Code 4849
Topic(s): E-commerce, Fraud/Risk, Merchant, Rules/Standards, Security

May Apply To: Acquirers Issuers Processors

Summary: MasterCard requires compliance with its Standards that prohibit
the use of MasterCard® cards and systems for illegal or
brand-damaging activities and adherence to Standards that
support the Business Risk Assessment and Mitigation (BRAM)
compliance program. In this article, MasterCard:

– Adds claims of coercion to the BRAM program, effective
immediately. For BRAM investigation eligibility consideration,
issuers must submit alleged coerced transactions to the System
to Avoid Fraud Effectively (SAFE) using fraud type code 00
(Lost Fraud) or 01 (Stolen Fraud);

– Announces revised Standards that will allow issuers to charge
back confirmed coerced transactions authorized on or after 14
October 2016 using message reason code 4849—Questionable
Merchant Activity. Issuers will need to have reported such
transactions to SAFE for chargeback eligibility consideration.

Action Indicator: M Mandate

F Financial impact

C Coding or development changes typically required

Effective Date: Immediately—Claims of coercion are added to the BRAM
program.

Immediately—Issuers must report alleged coerced transactions
to SAFE using fraud type code 00 or 01 for BRAM investigation
eligibility consideration.

14 October 2016—Confirmed coerced transactions authorized
on or after this date will be eligible for chargebacks under
reason code 4849.

14 October 2016—Issuers must report alleged coerced
transactions authorized on or after this date to SAFE using fraud
type code 00 or 01 for chargeback eligibility consideration
under message reason code 4849.
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Recent MasterCard Observations
Over the past several months, MasterCard has been receiving an increasing
number of notices through its Questionable Merchant Audit Program (QMAP)
regarding cardholders who claim to have been physically or otherwise coerced
to conduct transactions. Although MasterCard staff is made aware of these
transactions through the QMAP, such transactions may not necessarily meet the
QMAP criteria for questionable merchant activity.

Since the BRAM program is designed to protect all stakeholders in the
MasterCard payments network from illegal or brand-damaging transactions,
claims of coercion are added to the BRAM program, effective immediately. Any
merchant deemed by MasterCard as conducting coercive activity falls within
the purview of MasterCard Rule 3.7, “Integrity of Brand and Network”.

What Does MasterCard Consider a Valid Claim of
Coercion?
MasterCard will consider a claim of coercion valid if the cardholder (or the
cardholder’s immediate family member) is coerced to complete a transaction
because of threat of physical harm or the unlawful taking of property if the
cardholder refuses to complete the transaction.

MasterCard BRAM Investigation Criteria (“Criteria”)
MasterCard will investigate alleged coerced transactions if MasterCard receives
complaints about a merchant filed by two or more issuers. In addition, these
transactions will need to have been previously submitted by the issuer to SAFE
using fraud type code 00 (Lost Fraud) or 01 (Stolen Fraud).

For each cardholder claim, the issuer must provide the following documentation
to the MasterCard BRAM team via e-mail at BRAM@mastercard.com:

• A police report (if available); and

• The cardholder’s description of the event; and

• The Coercion Claim Affidavit form completed by the issuer on the
cardholder’s behalf with the cardholder’s consent, thereby authorizing
MasterCard to contact law enforcement regarding the event.

The Coercion Claim Affidavit form is attached to this bulletin and can be found
in the MasterCard Forms Library within MasterCard Connect™.

If a police report is not available, the cardholder’s description of the event also
must state whether an attempt was made to file a report and, if not, why a
report was not filed.
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BRAM Investigation Process Overview
Upon receiving at least two notices of alleged coerced transactions that
occurred within 60 calendar days of each other from two or more issuers
concerning the same merchant, MasterCard will review fraud data extracted
from SAFE for reason codes 00 and 01 previously submitted by the reporting
issuers as well as any other issuer that submitted fraudulent transactions to
SAFE for those reason codes related to the merchant during the case scope
period. The case scope period is the 120 days before the earlier of the first two
reported alleged coerced transactions. MasterCard reserves the right to adjust
the 60-day period between the first two reported alleged coerced transactions.

The BRAM team will notify the other identified issuers of the alleged coerced
transactions. Any other issuer contacted by the BRAM team that wants
MasterCard to pursue a coerced transaction investigation is to:

• Endeavor to contact its possibly coerced cardholder(s);

• Endeavor to obtain the required documentation listed in the “Criteria”
section of this article for each alleged coerced transaction; and

• Submit the documentation to the BRAM team within 10 business days after
the BRAM team’s initial notification date.

The BRAM team will determine whether to send an investigation letter to the
responsible acquirer. In the letter, MasterCard will require the responsible
acquirer to immediately cease the merchant’s coercive activity. The letter also
will instruct the acquirer to investigate its merchant and to provide the BRAM
team with the investigation findings and resolution within five business days.

MasterCard Actions If Noncompliance Unconfirmed

If MasterCard does not find a violation of Rule 3.7, MasterCard will notify the
reporting issuers and the responsible acquirer that the investigation is closed
without a finding of noncompliance.

MasterCard Actions If Noncompliance Confirmed (for
Transactions Before 14 October 2016)

If MasterCard determines that a violation of Rule 3.7 occurred, MasterCard will
notify the reporting issuers.

MasterCard also will notify the acquirer of the noncompliance finding. For
such noncompliance, MasterCard may impose an assessment of up to USD
25,000 on the responsible acquirer.
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MasterCard Actions If Noncompliance Confirmed (for
Transactions On or After 14 October 2016)

If MasterCard determines that a violation of Rule 3.7 occurred, MasterCard
will notify the reporting issuers. In the notification, MasterCard will identify
the transactions eligible for chargeback and provide instructions pertaining
to such a chargeback.

MasterCard also will notify the acquirer of the noncompliance finding and of
the transactions eligible for chargeback. For such noncompliance, MasterCard
may impose an assessment of up to USD 25,000 on the responsible acquirer.

Chargeback Process for Fraud Recovery
Chargebacks for confirmed coerced transactions authorized on or after 14
October 2016 must use reason code 4849. The issuer must submit the
first chargeback within 30 calendar days of the date of the noncompliance
confirmation letter. For each first chargeback submission, the issuer must
include a copy of the noncompliance confirmation letter.

The acquirer will have second presentment rights for these chargebacks in
the event that:

• MasterCard did not deem the merchant-in-question in violation of Rule
3.7; or

• The issuer submitted the first chargeback more than 30 days after the date
of the noncompliance confirmation letter; or

• The issuer did not include the noncompliance confirmation letter with
the first chargeback (In response to the acquirer’s second presentment,
the issuer must include a copy of the noncompliance confirmation letter in
an arbitration chargeback).

Overview of Revised Standards
Please review the revisions to the publication indicated in the following table
and make appropriate plans to support the revised Standards.

Effective Date Changes to Standards in… Will be Published in…

14 October 2016 Chargeback Guide Chapter 3—MasterCard
Message Reason Codes—Dual
Message System Transactions

MasterCard will incorporate the revised Standards into a future edition of this
manual. The manual is available on MasterCard Connect ™ via the Publications
product.
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Revised Standards—Chargeback Guide
MasterCard will revise the Chargeback Guide to include these Standards.
Additions to the Standards are underlined. Deletions are indicated with a
strikethrough.

Chapter 3—MasterCard Message Reason Codes—Dual
Message System Transactions

3.22 Message Reason Code 4849—Questionable Merchant Activity

The following sections describe the proper and improper use of message
reason code 4849.

3.22.1 Proper Use of Message Reason Code 4849

Issuers can use this chargeback only if the acquirer processed a transaction for
a merchant: that later was listed in a MasterCard Global Security Bulletin for
violating the following.

• Listed in a MasterCard Global Security Bulletin for violating Tthe Global
Merchant Audit Program (GMAP). Refer to, described in section 8.2 of
the Security Rules and Procedures manual for more information about
the GMAP.

• Listed in a MasterCard Global Security Bulletin for violating Tthe
Questionable Merchant Audit Program (QMAP). Refer to, described
in section 8.4 of the Security Rules and Procedures manual for more
information about the QMAP.

• Determined by MasterCard as violating Rule 3.7, “Integrity of Brand and
Network”, for claims of coercion.

For purposes of this message reason code, coercion means the cardholder
or the cardholder’s immediate family member is threatened with physical
harm or the unlawful taking of property if the cardholder refuses to
complete the transaction.

•Before using this chargeback, the issuer must have reported the transaction
to SAFE in accordance with the reporting requirements set forth in the
SAFE Products User Guide.
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3.22.1.1 Transaction Eligibility

MasterCard provides chargeback rights to the issuer under this message reason
code when any of the following occur.

• The acquirer name, acquirer ID, merchant name, and merchant location
are listed in the Global Security Bulletin under the GMAP. Each transaction
charged back must have occurred during the published chargeback period,
and the issuer must have properly reported the transaction to SAFE with
one of the following fraud type codes:

– 00 = Lost Fraud

– 01 = Stolen Fraud

– 04 = Counterfeit Card Fraud

– 06 = Card Not Present Fraud

– 07 = Multiple Imprint Fraud

• The acquirer name, acquirer ID, merchant name, and merchant location
are listed in the Global Security Bulletin under the QMAP. Each transaction
must have occurred within the chargeback period published in the Global
Security Bulletin. The issuer must have properly reported the transaction
to SAFE. All fraud type codes are eligible.

• MasterCard has confirmed that the merchant violated Rule 3.7 at least
two times within the case scope period cited in the noncompliance
confirmation letter. The issuer must have properly reported the transaction
to SAFE with one of the following fraud type codes:

– 00 = Lost Fraud

– 01 = Stolen Fraud

• If the issuer determines that the UCAF data that the acquirer provided in
the Authorization Request/0100 message is not identical to the UCAF data
that the issuer provided for that transaction, the issuer’s right of chargeback
under this reason code is preserved.
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3.22.1.2 Time Frame for Issuer’s Chargeback

The issuer can charge back to the acquirer any fraudulent transactions that
occurred at a merchant location:

• Llisted in the Global Security Bulletin during the chargeback period
specified in the Global Security Bulletin; or

• Listed in a noncompliance confirmation letter sent by MasterCard for
violation of Rule 3.7 regarding claims of coercion.

The chargebacks must be submitted no later than:

• 120 calendar days after the Global Security Bulletin publication date that
first listed the merchant location (the Global Security Bulletin publication
date is counted as the first day of the 120-day calculation) or within 120
calendar days of the Central Site Business Date of the transactions; or

• 30 calendar days after the date of the noncompliance confirmation letter
for claims of coercion.

In addition to the above, for eligible fraudulent transactions affected by a
Global Security Bulletin that retracts chargeback permission, the issuer may
submit chargebacks until the publication date of the Global Security Bulletin
stating that the acquirer of the merchant no longer is required to accept
chargebacks under this message reason code.

3.22.2 Improper Use of Message Reason Code 4849

The issuer may not use this message reason code in the following situations:

• The merchant was determined by MasterCard to have not violated Rule 3.7.

• The issuer did not receive a noncompliance confirmation letter for a
coercive transaction.

3.22.4 Proper Use for Issuer’s First Chargeback

The conditions shown below represent valid options that the issuer can use to
process a first chargeback for message reason code 4849.

MasterCard Fraud Control Program Violation

Time Frame 120 calendar days from the Global Security Bulletin
publication date, or if applicable, within 120 calendar
days of the Central Site Business Date of the transaction

Retrieval Request No

Supporting Documents None

DE 72 (Data Record) PROGRAM XXXXXX BULLETIN NO. NNN
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Replace XXXXX with the MasterCard Fraud Control
Program abbreviation corresponding to the MasterCard
Fraud Control Program identified in the Global Security
Bulletin:

MasterCard Fraud Control Program
Name/Abbreviation

Global Merchant Audit Program / GMAP

Notes

Questionable Merchant Audit Program / QMAP

Replace NNN with the applicable Global Security
Bulletin number.

The Global Security Bulletin number is a three-digit
number in which the last digit of the year is represented
by the first digit of the Bulletin number, and the second
and third digits represent the Global Security Bulletin
month. (For example, Global Security Bulletin No. 6, 1
June 2012 would be shown as 206.)

MasterCard Rule 3.7 Violation for Coercion Claim

Time Frame 30 calendar days from the date of the noncompliance
confirmation letter

Retrieval Request No

Supporting Documents A copy of the noncompliance confirmation letter from
MasterCard that the acquirer’s merchant violated Rule
3.7 two or more times based on coercive transactions
within the case scope period.

DE 72 (Data Record) BRAM CASE NO. NNNNN

Notes Replace NNNNN with the Business Risk Assessment
and Mitigation (BRAM) program case number stated in
the noncompliance confirmation letter from MasterCard.
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3.22.5 Proper Use for Acquirer’s Second Presentment

The conditions shown below represent valid options that the acquirer can use
to process a second presentment for message reason code 4849.

Not Considered in Violation of MasterCard Rule 3.7 for Coercion Claim

IPM Second Presentment
Message Reason Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment
Condition

The acquirer can support its assertion for any of the
following:

1. The merchant did not violate MasterCard
Rule 3.7 due to coercion as determined by
MasterCard.

2. The issuer did not include the noncompliance
confirmation letter from MasterCard as
Supporting Documentation.

Supporting Documents One of the following corresponding to the Second
Presentment Condition:

1. A copy of the letter from MasterCard that
its investigation of the merchant was closed
without a finding of violation of MasterCard
Rule 3.7.

2. None

DE 72 (Data Record) MERCHANT NOT IN VIOLATION

MISSING CONFIRMATION LETTER

Notes None

Late First Chargeback Submission

IPM Second Presentment
Message Reason Code

2713
Invalid Chargeback

Second Presentment
Condition

The issuer submitted the first chargeback more than 30
days after the date of the noncompliance confirmation
letter from MasterCard for claims of coercion.

Supporting Documents None

DE 72 (Data Record) LATE SUBMISSION

Notes None
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Questions?
Customers with questions about the information in this article should contact:

Jeffrey D. De Petro

Business Leader, Franchise Integrity, Customer Performance Integrity

Phone: 1-914-249-2907

Email: jeffrey_depetro@mastercard.com
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